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TOURIST VISA
No .

403339

October 14, 1959
(For) entry and departure
To Citizen of the U . S . A .
OSWALD LEE HARVEY
Alone
proceeding to a city of MOSCOW in the USSR
Valid for entry into the USSR
through-the border point
VYBORG - MOSCOW

2/29/64

ROBERT L . OSWALD, 1009 Sierra, was interviewed at his
place of employment, The Acme Brick Company, and furnished the
following information :
On January 19, 1964, both MARINA OSWALD and JIM MARTIN,
her business manager at that time, mentioned something to ROBERT
OSWALD about the possibility that L7B HARVEY OSWAID had attempted
to commit suicide at one time . Both stated they had known nothing
about it unt11 some mention was made of an entry to this effect
is the diary of LEE HARVEY OSWALD found by federal investigators .
Both MARINA and JIM stated they had never heard of any attempt by
LEE HARVEY OSWALD to commit suicide, but MARINA stated she had
noticed a scar on LEE's wrist and hqA asked him about it several
times . LEE did not answer her queries and never made any explanation
as to how he got this scar .
ROBERT L . OSWALD stated that other than as set out above,
he had never heard of any attempt by LEE HARVEY OSWALD to commit
suicide, does not recall any comment or discussions by LEE HARVEY
0DWALD on the subject of suicide, and dose not recall ever seeing
a scar on either of LEE HARVEY OSWALD's wrists .

a/p

to the Twentieth of October, 1959
for sojourn in the USSR and departure
from the USSR through the border point
VYBORG within Six days from the moment
oesing theborder .
Consul of the USSR at

HELSINKI
(signature illegible,
possibly ."Golub .")

(Stamp of the Embassy of the
USSR in Finland, Consular
Section)

." 2/28/64
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